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The following report on the Measurements of Rudder
Moments taken on & Air~lane in Flight, is a translation
from llZeitschriftffirFlugteclrnikund Motorluftschiffahrt,n
Volumes Nos. 21 and 22. The translation was prepared by
the Paris Office of the National Advisory Cormittse for
Aeronautics,

The urgent need for the highest possible numbsr of
utilizable rzachines,turned out in the shortest possible time,
gave rise to such a demand on the airplane industry during
the War, and there was such constant need for innovations
in the airplanes themselves, that the manufacturers had to
depend on their o’wncommon sense and experience rather
than oh scientifically acquired knowledge in the early years
of the War. The results obtained were uncommonly success-
ful.,in spite of there being”no spare time for cievelo~ing
aerodyn-amioaltkleories and utilizing them as foundation
to work upon. The method suited the times, but such an em–
pirical mode of testing new types, construote(ion unsurs
bases, could not be continued later on. The future of air-
craft design will have to be entrusted to technically
trained engineers who are specialists in their own line of
work.

The creation of systematically scientific bases for
the further development of airplanes will be specially
sought after; their construction, their utilization and
their efficiency will be studied, and strength calculations
will be established by means of model tests, not only by
static test6 of breaking loads on costly finished airplanes,
as heretofore. Much had been done along these lines befove
the War, and a great deal ~ore has been achieved within
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the last fsw years. Wind tunnel model tests have been”adopted
extensively, but few praotioal tests have been made on air-
planes during flight. The first utilizable tests carried
out at the German Testing Laboratory*wsre c-~tshort by the
War. +or such tests, for it is “DytheirThere is urgent need .
means alone ~-hatthe value of model tests, obtained under
simplified conditions, can be proved in respect of thsir ap-
plication to actual airplanes. Wind tunnel measurements of
large models and high velocities have occasionally produced
astonishing results. Thi8 shows that it is only by means
of a large number of practioal tests that t’ners~~isite e.c-
curacy cm be attained in aermiymmical calculations. FIight
conditions, in their actual succession, can certainly nevsr
be realized by means of model tests, as such conditions de-
pend upon the-pilot, and are
produced in testing models,
flight and of the working of
obtained in model zes~s, but
out with grest difficulty.

Uu to the cresent time.

maneuvers which cannot be re-
All the conditions of non-steady
the propeller can certainly be
such tests oan only be carried

there have been but few results
of prabiteal flight tests, it being difficult to reduce the -
art of aviation tc the limits of regular and systematic
tests. The airplane require~ so many constructional altera-
tions, when its proportions are reduoed to the ilimensions
Of the model, that the effect of such modifications cannot
always be foreseen and flight tests on actual airplanes
are still dangercms, though less so than in former years,
when less experience had bean gained and there Was less
excess of engine power.

The rational starting point of all flight tests is
steady horizontal flight. Measurements of swinging and steer-
ing conditions in curved flight should be postponed until
horizontal flight has been brought to %he standard of our
present scienttfio knowledge. All the the~zc~iciilinvesti-
gations and model tests made as yet deal fiithit alone.

There are two main points to be determined in in?Testi-
gating steady horizontal flight: they are the estimation of
the forces and of the MOMENTS. The scope of the forces is
impOrt~nt in its influence Cn the Clir,bingCGpaCity, speed
and glidiag capacity; thaz is, for ‘WefficieficyOf the air-
plane, Tne.-qq~ili’brationof the moments is absolutely es-
sential to it’ssafety, stability, and Controllability, -
that is, as regards its flight qualities. The difficulties
encountered in determining these two points are different
in character: in measuring force, the functioning qualities
of the angine and of the propeller are of bUCh importance
for the total efficiency of the airplane, that its aero&j-
namical qualities are of relatively ninor importance and

* See ltZeitschriftf& Flugtechnik und Motorluftsohiffahrt,n
No. v, 1914, pp. 3, 17, and 149; also ~Technische
Berichte der Flugzeugmeisterei,w Vol. 1, p.61.
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slight alterations in the distribution o% force may easily
disguise aerodjma.mical.influences qu+.teeffectively. It iE
essential, for these reasons, that particularly sensitive
instruments should ‘beused in measuring forces on airplanes,
and a thorough acquaintance with the airfiow conaiticns is
equally necessary. It is, indeed, only when the pzopeller
efficiency, decrease of power xitk atmospheric pressure, etc.
has been thoroughly groundecith~t such measurements can be
taken at all. When measurements of moments are t~ksn, pro-
peller antiangine are, on the coatrarl?,of small importance.
Hers we ha~reto deal tith zhs compensation of aerodynamical
forces ouly, in the first case, and they c&n be measured
with less delicate appatiatus. The diffi~nities here encoun-
tered are of a purely techr.ical~ature~ as the measurements
of moments necessitate darangsments of tineequilibrium
through unbalanced Zouis or by one-sided bracing of the cel-
lule, and the pilot is thezefoze o’bligedto fly in an un-
balanced airplane. These dra~~cks may, however, be met by
controlling devices and by experience on the part of the
pilot.

We now propose to deal with suoh measurements of moments,
giving the results of the aotion of the rudder on the posi-
tion of the airplane as on the equilibrium of the moments.
The measurement of moments is preoeded by measurements of
the dimensions of the moments produced by the steering of
the rudder in their relation to the angle of attack, Cali-
brated rudder curves are obtained by such measurexentsj in
the present instance for the rudder and the elevator. This
theoretical data is closely ccnnected with the direct and
practical study of the infiuence of bracing on moments, and
consequently on the equilibrium of the ai~lane and its
safety in flight. Mention will also be made of the means
by which errors in position can be.corrected. A simple
method of bracing is thus arrived at, and its direct util-
ization is shorn in the test results given below.

Data on rudder efforts and the resultant moments has so
far been obttiinablefrom the controlling measure~ents taken
in the G&tingeu kodel Testing Laboratory alone. such tests
can only be carried out under simFlifled cor.ditions,md
they can only be applied to an airpl~ne after it has been
practically tested.in flight. The G&ttingen measurements
take no account of the effect of the slip s%ream on the
controls, although the rudder ~nd fins are sensibly affect-
ed by the slip stream, as shown by the v&rious positions
ta~en up by an ~i~plane ~~hen,vhe engine is running, and in
gliding flight. In the Goztingen measu-ewnts6 the angle
of attack has been successively increased by 5 whereas
suoh great differences never occur in the an.gle}ofattack in

* Compare ‘Technis’cheEerichte,fiVol. 1, 30. 5, p.168.
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actual flight, or at leas% not under the influence of the
elevator. If the model tests are firiallyto be applied to
that part of the control situated in the wake of the pro-
peller wind, some further preiiminaxy tests are needed, as
ordinary plates were ussciin testing the oontml models,
while the Zatera% controlling mechanism is always to be re-
garded as an extension of the k~ingribs; also because such
measurements apply to rudders having a depth of 1/5, 2/5,
3/5, and 4/5, ihereas in actual airplanes suoh depth amounts
to about 2/?.

During the War, The present writer took measurements
of moments and rudder feroes &ile flying on a DfwCV air-
plane (see Figs. 3.to 3), with Q 200 H.P. Benz engine, at
the German Testing Laboratory at Adlershof. The results of&
the tests are ~oXlectively stated below, as compared to

t
those of the G&tingen LaborutCmy. The exact measurements
of the airplane are to be found in Table 1 and Fig.1.

Tablel.

Measurements of the Dfw C V Air~lane.

Wings mm, ~U~per dihedral angle =_ 1?9°
:Lo~r 1! 1! _ 178°

.
● upper : lower :

Total Span: 13 100 : 11 940 :Angle of the retreating
ti : 1 750 : 2 750 : upper wing ..180°
ts : 1750 :l=70:”nn retreating

.. lower wing ..180°
— . An~le of attack:
Total Su.ZfLCeF = 41.26 sq.m.~Distance: upper : lower

:from the:right:left:rZght:left
Stagger P : 0° : center : . . .

w .. . .
.

“ outer. : 2° : 2° :4.5° :4.5° .
: innez : 4° : 4° :6.0° :6.0° ,
: fixed : : : :
:part of : : : :
:tail plane: : :2.25°:2.250

.
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MEASUREM’ENTS OF LATERAL MOMENTS ON AN AIRPLANE.

There are two ways of producing unbalanced lateral
moments in an airplane, apart fvom the steering moment:

1. By the application of weights on one side.
2. By unequalized bracing (unbalanced3.iftIng foroe).

As the moment due to unbalanced lifting force oan be
compensated by the action of the ailercm, and the location
of the aileron -t the rrioment in question therefore p~e-
sents the possibility of t.equilibratingboth the methods
above referred to, and of establishing calibrated curves
showing the foroe on the aileron in terms of the angle of
a%i&ol$.

Water weights are used in ordez to produce weight mom-
ents. A seooncimanner of pxoduoing suoh moments is that of
unequalized braoing below the spars (dissimilar angles of
attack on the right ad on the left). The measurements
taken are for direotiond control and elevator oontrol..

On the outer struts, water tanks of similar size and
shape are built in between the @rigs in euah a manner that
the extra head resistance ad the weight of the tanks are
equal on both sides of the wings, and are therefore, equil-
ibrated for the airplane (Figs. 2 & 3). The observer’s
c)ockpitcontains a water tank of 30 liters capacity, lo-
cated olose to the pilotts seat in oriiez to keep the extra
weight as near as &ossible to the oenter of pressure.
From this tank, a side-tank oan be filled with water by
means of a pressure pump b. The rubber tubing for that
purpose is looated in the brae$ng of the lower wing, so
that it causes ne derangement to the airstzeam. The vol-
ume of water pumpeQ into the side-tank duxing flight oan
be read in liters on a benzine meter d speoially oali-
Lbzated fox the purpose.

The aileron is at a distanoe of 5 m. from the center
line of the body. The angles of attack are measured on
the lower wings below eaoh rib by means of a water-level,
and determined as angles of the oorxesponaing wing choti
in ielatiorito the en~ine shaft. If the angles of attack
of a wing need a.Zteration,the oables of the front bearing
surfaoe are left as they are, the cables and oounter-cables
of the reaz bearing surtace alone being altered. The turn-
buckles are thoroughly loosened bef’orebracing, and then
tightened until the relative ~o~itions of the uppex wings
and the lomr dngs (stagger O being measured with a plumb-
line) are equal. In this way, the dihedral an le remains

●

uracha~~, the forB-aain struts and the front !?oads are not.
.
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eccentrically loaded, and there is not too high a stress
on the turnbuckles, The differeric~sin tke angles are the
differences in the chord angles of the right and left lower
wings at the ribs which are marked as ‘icingadjustable, on
the outer or inner strut. On account of the co~struotion
of the interior of the wing, ths adjoining ribs take up the
positions shorn in Tabls 2 after such adjustment. The fourth
ribs, left and right, ~ , bsar thecounting from the outsi e
mark 4.5° angle of attack. A difference of 1 is, for iR-
stance

t
thus obtained in the angle of attack on the outer

strut test sexies b), when the fourth right rib is re-
duced by 1°, so that its chord is inclined towards the en-
gine shaft at an angle of 5.50, while the left rib is in-
clined to the engine shaft at an angle of 4.5°. This is the
process adopted in equipping airplanes at the factories.
Differences of 1° in the angle of attack, at the rear outer
strut, are visible to t-nenaked eye by reason of the notable
camber of the upper surface. With the aid of a cup anemom-
eter located beyond the sweep of the slip stream, on the
right inner strut, a uniform flight velocity is maintained
during the entire series of tests, when flying either at
full intake or in gliding flight. In flight against the
wind, readings are taken at an altitude of 2000 to 2200 m.,
so that approximately equal flying conditions may be attain-
ed even when the flights take place on different days.
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Table ~.

Brcicingof the Test Airplane i.nTest-seri,es a) to d).
—— —

: An@e of Attaok in Degree6.
Test :
Serien: Right Wing (numberof ribs):

:1:2:3:4:5:6:7 :S: 9:10:11:12:13:14 :15:16
; . 4 .

-t— —.—. L
.

.—r-.—.—% —
. . . .

—---- .—.—% —

a) j2*5 ;3*~ :~~o :4.5 ;5J ;5.3 ;5.3 ;5.5 ;5.7tio-~~~6.0 ~6.o ‘6.o ‘5.9 :5.9
—. :. :

T a b 1 e. 2 (Cent’d)

B~aci]igof the Test Airplane.in Test-Series a) to’ d).

,.

: Angle of Attaok in Degrees :-..

c) :5-9 :5.9 ‘j6.o :6.0 :6.0 :6.o :5.7 :5.5 :5.0 ~5.o :4.8 :4.2 :3.5 ~3.1 :2)3 ;~.3 ;l~5”:+zU
—.. ___ *—— . ..--— ... .....—+ ...—...—— _—-— ——.- -—...——.-.- .,4—
d) j5~9 ;5.9 :,6.o :6.o ~6.o :6.o :5.7 :5.5 :5.0 ;5,0 :4.8 :!.2 :3.5 :3.1 :2.3 11.3 ~2.00:+z0

———

———4 -.——.._. —. — .
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Table5

Results of Tewt-serie6 a) to d)

—. —--- — ..

Test : Diff. in: Speed : Altitude :
—..

Kind of :Eleva-: :Ailer-: Tater:Moment m/k
Series : Angle of; km/h : in m. : Flight : tor :Rudder! on :T&ight:

: attack : : : : kg. :
: rt. LI13:
: left _ : ●

—.—
.

:,. !

.-. . . . . . . .

2200 : Gliding
to : EnKine runn~ng : 4.Y : 4.I

. . . .
: : : JM@e Tunniw : 5.Y : WI5
: .: 2000 : Gliding flight :-l.@ : 4.5

: E~@nC r~nin~ : 4.+ : 4.E
2E0 : Glid~n~

a) ~ O.OO ~ 110 : and : Engine runnlnr.
:

: Gl~d.ingfligh;.
: Engine rlmninr

: : Glidinp . . .— —

:
:

2000 :
. . : to

: $ 2200 :
b) : l.OO ; ’11O ; amd :

: 2200
: : to :

: : 2000 :
: :

:

llrigifie-runn~ng
Gliding flight
Engine running
Gliding flight
Engine running
Gliding flirzht
Engine running
Gliding flight

Engine running : 5.0” : 3.5” :-1.5” : - : -
Glidin~ fli~ht : 0..OO: ~,50.:-1,00-: :

: p,oo : ,,~o :

:-0.5° ~ 3-5° :
4.5* : 3“5° ‘

:-1.5* : 3“5° : O*5” :
: 4.00 : 3.50 : 0.75:: 20 : 100

-0,75”: 10 : 50
-C@ :...

.* !15 :75

:-2.00 : 3.5° : 1.25°: :

I
#
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Table 3 (Co~t’d)

&@_ts of Tes~-serie6 e,) to d).

- . ..— __ ——— —., —.. — ——— _

Test :Di,ff.in : Speed :Altitude: kind of :E!lcva-: :Ailer-: Wzter: Moment m/k
Series :Angle of : km!h : in m. : Flight : -LOT :Rudder: on :~eight:

: Attack : . .: : kg. :
: rt. and : : .: :
: left : .

.

. . —.—= - .
. —— -— -. .L :—.

‘Engine running : J.on : 2.5° ~-3.0° : - : -i .. : 2000 :Gliding ?li#ht :-1.OO: 2.5° :-2,0° :.:
:. . to :Engine running : 5.0: : 2.5: :--l.~5:: 10 : 50

; : 2200 :Gliding flight :-1.50 : 2.50 :-1.qj :
c) : 1.+’ : 110 : a~d :l%~@nerunning “:~.OO : 2.50 :-l.OO : 15 : 75 ,

: : 2200 :fdidin~ flirht :-1?50 : 2.5h :-o.
?

.

: 4.50 ; 2.50 :-o. fj~; 20 ;: : :Engine rumming 100 lx
.: : 2TO0 :Gli.din~fli?ht :-2.00 : 2~50 : o~og :

P

: :Engine fIivht : 4.00 , 2.50 : 0.10 : 30 ; 15(I t

: : :Gliding flight :-3.0 : 2.5 : 0.6 : :

: :J?mgine’rumin~ : 5,5: : 2,5: :-4,0~ : - : -
: 2000 :Gl~dingfli~ht : l.OO : 2.50 :-3.5 ~:

: : :~n~lnerl~~ng : ~,00 : 2,50 :_3.~50: 10 ~ 50
: : : J;g :Glidin~fii~ht : 1,00 : 2.50 :-2,75 :. :

●: :En@ne running : 5.00 : 2.50 :-2.50 : 15 :
d) ;

75
2.00 : 110 ~ 2%: :Gliding ~li~ht !.0.50 : 2.50 :-2.0 0:.

:

. : : :Engine running : 5.00 : 2.50 :-1.75.: 20 : 100.. : : 2%0 :Gliding flight :-0,50 : 2,50 :-1.23 : !
: : :Engine running : 4.50 : 2.50 :-1.OO : 30 : 150
: : : :Glidingflight ;-1.5 : 2.5 :-o.p : : .

——
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The posi%icn of the elevator and of the lateral control
.~aybe read oa graduated seotors with movable fingers; these
sectors are installed in the observer’s cockyit, in connec-
tion with the corresponding m:res, and the position of tke
right aileron is determined in a similar ~anner, (see Fig.5).
As these flights were extended over a period of ten days, so
that they took place under approximately similar conditions
of teupezature and altitude, in rslation to the surrounding
atmosphere, and at a similar time and speed, the statia
pressure may justly be said to be approximately con~tant in”
the different groups of tests. No meamrements ‘weretaken
at the time.

The tests were carried out in the follo@.ng manner:

1 With the airplane normally braced (Compare Table 2,
test ; , the pilot climbed to an altitude of 2000 KC. In
flying +rcm 21UO0m. to 2200 K, with the erlginerunning, a
speed of 110 “km/hi~asstudiously maintained, according to
the anemometer, in horizontal flight against the wind. The
positions of the elevatox, the rudder and the aileron were
read during the time. Then came a aescent from’2200 To 2000
m“.in gliding flight (thzotti.eclosed], %he velocity of 110
k/m being maintained and readings again taken in all three
positions, Ten liters of water were pumped into the ri@t-
hand side-tank by the observer while the airplans dropped
to 1900 m. and climbed again to an altitude of 2000 m. Read-
ings were again taken during flight “withthe engine ruzzning,
from 2000 m. to 220C!m., and also in the succeeding glidtng
flight from Z200 m. to 2000 M., and simi~ar measurements
were taken with 1!5,20 and 30 liters of water in the side-
tank.

The entire series of tests was repeated three times,
as follows:

b) With a difference of 1° in the angle of the attack
on the right and left sides, produced by lowering the right
outer rear strut (the fourth rib below the szrut being marked
for the angle of attack).

c) With a difference of 1.5° in the right and left
angles of attack, oaused by raising the left outer rear strut
by 1/2°, and by lowering the right outer rear strut by 1°.

d) With a difference of 2° in the right and left an-
gles of attaok, produced by lowering the right outer rear
strut$ and raising the left one, in each ease by”1°.

Test series a) to d) were thus accurately carried out
with a view to obtaining a reliable calibration curve by
means of numerous readings. The results of this test series
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are collectively given in Table 3. Figs. 6 tc 9 skew the
effect of unequalized bracing of the outer struts on the ail-
eron action, with the engine running and in gliding flight.
The “sheafof curves follows zke same general direction, con-
verging only by 5Q. It may therefore be concluded that the
‘wingtips are no longer under the influenoe of the slip stream.
If the current had been djsturbed by the slip stream, there
would also have been consequent alterations in the form of
the curve sheaf. It foZlows that only one calibrated curve
is valid for the aileron (Fig. 10), both when the engine is
running and in gliding flight. It also folloq that the
measurements of control models, taken at the GottirigenLab-
oratory for the calculation of ailerons, may be applied to
flying a;r~lunes if the conditions be duly considered, be-
cause the currents prevailing at the ailerons, directly they
are beyond the influencs of the propeller wind, are similar
to those encountered in the wind tunnsl. The conditions
differ only in so far as that certain vortices and diverg-
ences of the air-stream occur at the tips of the wings,
being due to the influence of the edges, during flight,
whereas suoh derangements do not occur to the same extent in
the wind tunnel.

The sweep of the curves of the values of Cn* found in
the G~ttingen Report and reproduced in Figs. 11 and 12 is
quite similar to that of the calibrated ourve in Fig. 10.
It gives the impression that the point of inflection is de-
pendent on the ratio of the rudder area to the total area.
In some of the curves, a further point of inflection is shown
for larger angles of attack. The (%ttingen measurements do
not shdrfwhether there is also a point of inflection betw~en
O and 5°, as they were carried out only at intervals of 5 .
To judge by the sweep of the curves, however, there is every
reason to believe that it is possible.

The G$ttingen values of moment cannot be compared with
those obtainsd at Adlershof on~account of the comparatively
la~ge angle of attack in,the Gottingen tests. It must also
be remembered that the Gbttingen ratio between rudder surface
and total surface is 1/5: 2/5, whereas it is only 2/7 in the
tests in question. If mean valtieswre found for ths two
G8ttingen models, they would approximately correspond to the
ratio of 2/7. If the value of 2° be interpol~ted, the scale
of dimensions of the resulting values of moment is similar
to that of the values found at AdlershoY; it is only IO% lower.
If we take a point of retrogression between O and 5° in the
Gottingen curves, as was done for the Adlersh~f calibrated
curve, higher moments are obtained, and the Gottingen curves
correspond even more exactly to calibrated curve Nc. 10.

* See ‘Teohniscbe Berichte” Vol. 1, No.5, Tables CLXIII and
CLXPJ,
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Moment: 71 84 7S 8A 82 ?1 69 55 45m/kg,

as oom.pare~ to 90 m/kg. for the Adlershof c+ibrated cuzve
qth 2° ncder position. Values of about 13% higher than the
Gottingen ~easurernents~~re aniioipated, the two vortexes
alone being bound to reduae t-helift in measuring The rudders -
unlimited and free as they ware on both sides --more strongly
than the single vortex on the outer side of the aileron. They
may therefore be considered to oorrsqpond satisfactorily.

The effect of the decrease in the torque.of the engine
at an altitude of 2GQ0 m., when passing f~on.flight with the
engine running to gliding flight, is made ev@ent “~ythe dis–
placement of the curve sheaf in flight with the engine run- .
ning, by a difference of 0.56 in the position of the uileron
as compared to its position in gliain~ flight (See F’ig.13).

Aocording TC the calibrated cuzve shown in Fig. 10, the
difference of ().5° in ths aileron position oorre~ponds to a
clock-wise transverse moment of the 2(X HP Benz engine at an
altibuae of 2020 m. “Theonly conclusicm that can ba draw-
is that the total influenoe of engine and propeller is such
that a moment of 40 kg/m should be added on the right side,
in order to keep the airpl,anein a favorable position when
passing Yzom flight with The engine running to gliding flight.

It is ~mpoxtant ‘LO note That considerable t-ransvezse
moments can be brought to bear u~on the airplane (See Fig.10)
by making comparatively small alterations in the position of
the aileron, while extremely high unequalize moments may,
on the other hand, easily be oompensa%ed by altering the po-
sition of the aileran. Even for the ~ighest t“-ansverse uoni-
ent of 150 kg/h, an alteration of ~.~ in the aileron position
(applied to one aileron) is sufficient. p~~t~aeted fligh$ .
With such a high unequalized moment is certainly fatiguing
to the pilot, particularly when the airplane has a joy stick.
He must also avoid c~rves at the side on which a moment of
more than 100 m~’”~.azises, ak he would find it diffioult to
get out of such curves. If we apply this result to the two-
strut Q airplane, the span of which is about the same when
the aspeot ratios are practically stationary and with equally
large surface loads, and which shows little ‘dit%erenoein the
position of the perpendicular struts, the following conclusions
my be deduced:

In the case of night-bombing airplanes, in which part of
the bomb load is suspended undsr the Iifting,.suz$aceon both

.
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sides of the fuselage, 100 kg. may safely be suspended
within 2 m. of the center of the fuselage because the air-
plane runs riorisk, and oa.noon%inue to fly, in spite of
the unequalized weight and even if the bomb releasing
device shou~d get out of gear on one side. It is, there-
fore, not absolutely essen$ial that the bomb-release should
act simultaneously on both sides, By means of the arra.nge-
r~entabove described, they ca~ be alternately dropped. It
might be advisable, however, that such airoraft should be
equipped ,~ithreversible or semi-rever~ible aileron con-
trols, that is, titin~?heelgearingz so that the pilot may
not be ove~ fatigued by the unequalized loading of the
airplane.

.

.

The fact that the calibrated ourve is flatter in ths
center is probably due to certain effects of the air current
produced by the portion of the ~ing in front of the ail-
eron. In case of extremely large angles (over 12° accord-
ing to G8ttingen measurements), the inversion of the steep
upward portion of the curve may be anticipated, though that
portion of the curve lies beyond th= range of possible
measurements.

A further seriss of tasts Was carried out as a sequel
to these above mentioned, the differences on the right
and on the left of the angles of attack being represented,
by way of Comparison, as unequalized displacements of the
inner struts. The results of this sezies of tests, e
are snofinin Table 4. In Figs. 14 anti15, a comparison ~S

drawn between this method and the inner strut displacement
applied to the first series of tests, as regards their in-
fluence on the position of the aileron in flight with the
engine running and in gliding flight.

This comparison sho~s that unequalized transverse
moments or the drag of an airpiane - which amounts to the
same *thing- may be more effeotj.velycmrreoted by a right
ar.dleft displacement of the angle of attack below the outer
struts. A braoing under the outer struts thus has gkeatez
influenoe on the transverse position of the airplane than
bracing of the same dimension under the inner struts, in
spite of the decrease of lift towards the wing tips.

The actual difference in the angles of attack, from
right to Iext, is at most 1° from the oentral position,
though it may amount to ~o in tests, This displacement
causes a strong torsion of the surfaces, plainly visible to
the naked eye. Even ‘witha displacement of 1° under the in-
ner or outer struts, the differences affecting the aileron
are not inconsiderable, as the transverse moment amounts to
75 kg/m. in the first instance, and to 56 lrg/m,in the second.,
“.. . .
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Table k.

Results of Tests’with Alterations in the Position of tha

Inner Struts (Test-series e)

.—

!l’est “: “Diff”.‘in : Speed :A~ti”tide: Xind of :Eleva-:Rudder:Ailer- : Water : Moment in
Series: angle of : km/h : in m, ‘: Fl% ght : tor : on :lVeight : m/kg.

. attack ! . : k~, ::
;rt,& left :

:
: : : : :, :

—

O,(Y ;
,, : :2000 to ;

: 1.$ : : 2200 :
: “: 110 :2200 to !

J3) : 1.5° : :2000:

: 2.0° :
:
:

:

Engine, running
Glidirw flight
Engine running

Gliding flight
Engine running
Gliding flight
Engine running
Gliding flight

;
;

:

:
:

:

. .

:
:
:

0,00
_o, so

_~ .00

-1,50
–2 .O*
-!. ~o

“-3.00
-3.9

:

‘-

.
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instance. The following rules may therefore be appl~=d
to brac~n~:

The side-slip of an airplane may ba oorrected by alter-
ing the angle of attack on one side, under the inner or
outer strut. The latter method is the more effeotive.

.
On the basis of test results obtained in series a

to d,. Fig. 16 fu~ther shows how the position of the di-
rectional control is altered by transverse moments produced
either by adding waights or by altering the angle of attack
on one side. This figura clearly shows that purely trans-
versalmoments produced by weights have no .influenoewhat-
ever on the position of the directional rudder when the en-
gine is running cm in gliding flight. The frequently ex-
pressed opinion that a side-slip accompanies transverse
moments oausing rotation of the airplane thus fails to hold
good when suoh rotaticn is the result of moments due-to
weights, and is equilibrated by altering the position of the
aileron. This action of the aileron may be traoed to the
simultaneous action of both. (In the case of moments that
make the airplane tilt laterally, there is no simultaneous
rotation of the cellule if the airplane be disequilibrated.)

With the aileron position formerly in general use, one
side only came into play, while the opposite side remained
inert and rotation was the obvious result of the unequal-
ized resistance.

In Fig. 17, a comparison is a@in drawn between the
displacement of the outer strut intests a to d and the
displacement of the inner strut in series e , as regards
their influence on the position of the aileron. We know
that an unequalized alteration of the angle of attack below
the inner strut has no effect on the position of the ail-
eron, though side-slip as well as rotation results from such
alteration below the outer struts, the position of the ail-
eron and the directional oontrol being thezeby affected.

The follo-wing principles may therefore be adopted in
practice:

The rotation of an airplane can only be corrected by
altering the angle of attack below the inner struts. There
is no need to fear a consequent recurrence of side-slip.
The alteration of the angle of attack below the cuter struts
is certainly a more efficacious means of correcting rota-
tion, but it causes side-slip of the airplane after bracing.

‘ Fig. 17 further shows that the directional control takes
up vari~us positions in flight with the engine’runningana
in gliding flight, in consequence of the action of the pro-
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peller, This may be ascribed to the inf22uenceGf Jhe slip
stream on the rudder.

In The case of an engine running :#~thfull load, the
moment exerted on zhe fixed part of the rudder by the slip
stream causes an anti-clookwise action of the rudder. This
necessitates the production of a counter-moment by clock-
wise steering ‘withthe directional rudde~. Observations
taken at the propeller lead to the supposition that the
right-handed sweep of the slip stream tz%ils off to the
right at the ‘oaok,when the engine is at full intake, like
the wash behind a rotary ship’s propeller when it is sta-
tionary in the water.

MEASUREMENTS OF LONGITUDINAL.MOMENTS ON -41{AIRPLANE!.

Close beside the tail-skid, a tank is built into the
rear end of the fuselage. This t~fikCEUnbe filled by puKp-
ing from the observer~s cockpit during flight. ~,T’er,the
tests were being carried out in November and December, 1517,
water could not be utilized on account of frost, and the
“Allweil’’pp~ would have been stopped up by the addition
of kitchen salt to the water, The tank was therefore filled
with gasoline of 0,720 specific ‘weight. The distance be-
tween the center of the tail and the e.g. of the airplane
is taken as the lever arm of the longitudinal moments, and
the migration of the total e.g. towards the rear, due to
inarease of weight in the rear tank, is also taken into
considerateion. Including the empty tank, the installation
weighs 5.2 kg., and the calibrated ourves of the elevator
consequently run from that point. The quamtity of fuel
carried during the tests being al-waysthe same, the to~zl
weight of the airplane and the position of the e.g. remain
constant.

Contrary to the method follomd in the preceding tests,
the angles of attack of the wings are altered to the same
degree on both sides of the airplane (the setting of the
wings being left unaltered), that is, the wings are drawn ‘
up just so muoh on The trailing edge$, below the outer
struts, as they are lowered below the inner struts. The
position of the wings relative to the engine shaft depends
upon the wing chord adjustment prescribed by the manufac-
turer. Increased incidence is xarked mlth a minus, de-
cxeased incictenoewith a plus.

The tests were carried out like the earlier series
with the sole difference that a flight velocity of 120 km/h
was maintained in the present instance. The results are
collectively given in Table 5. If we compare, by means of
this table, the influence of the various positions of the



wing chords, as affecting the engine shaft, on the position
of’the elevator when flying with the engine running and in
gliding flight (See Figs. 18 and 19) there is a noticeable
difference in the sweep of the curves. .Contrary tc the re-
sults of prev”ioustests (Figs. 6 to g), the curve sheaves
do not deviate in parallel directions, but in different di-
rections. -Thisconfirms the belief that it is not only the
deviation of the air current behind the wings, and the
lift of the fixed part of the stabilizer that act as air
forces on the controlling part of the fuselage, but that
the position of the elevator is alsc considerably influ-
enced by the propeller wash. As the measurements were made
with the engine running and in gliding flight, at the sar,e
aititude~ on the same d+y, aridat the same flight velocity, -

t that is, with the same impact prsssure, the deviation of
the air current of the wings was the same for both methods
of flight. The difference in the curve is therefore due+ to the fact that the ck,racteristio values of ths lift of
the fixed plane are different in gliding flight from those
in flight with the engine running, on account of the un-
equalized angle of attack and the air eddy of the propeller.
The impact pressure, ( ~ ~ ) during the tests, amounted

(2gv~)
to 68 kg/sq,m. The angle of attack, in flight with the
engine running and in gliding flight, could not be success-
fully measured, the apparatus specially designed for the
purpose proving defective at the first test. In spite of
this, it could be seen that there is little.variation in
the angles of attack with the engine running ariain gliding
flight, so the alteration in the first approximation may
be stated as null.

. The calibrated curves of the elevator (Fig. 20), which
are taken from the test results, comprise the influence of
all three kinds of air forces or~the controlling devices.
and on zhe position of the elevator, The possibility of
calculating, from the &ttingen measurements, a calibrateci
curve taking no account of the influence of the prGpeller
wind, provides an opportunity of checking the curves in
question by comparison with the G&ttingen measurements and
determining, at the same time, to what extent a calibrated
curve based partVf on theory and partly on measurements
taken in the wind tunnel can be applied in practice.

For the calculation of the calibrated curve, similar
angles of attack mre presumed for flight with the engine ‘
running and for gliding flight. In the present instanos
we get the following values:
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Impact pressure q = 68 kg/6q,r,

Angle of attack a = constant,

Distance of the axis of rotation of
the elevator from the e.g. a...... ~5m.

Surface of the fixed plane f ..... = 4.13 sq.m.

Longitudinal
additional

Angle of the

moment due to the
weight ..............Mm ~ 19.4 m/kg.a

elevator .............. = +5.’750

The controlling moment ML is algebraically composed
of the moment Mz of the additional weight and the “wing
moment M .

f
To obtain equilibrium, we must have the follow-

ing solu ion:

MF = ML - M~.

Now ML = Cn. q , f . a.

The normal air force symbol C
f

for the controlling
action is also dependent on the ang e of attack a of.the
c~ntrol and on the angle e of the elevator. According to
Gottingen measurements, it is as follows:

Cn = ~no ( a) + 2.4 6 ,

ML = MF+MIz= MF { cL) ~Cno (a) . a. f . q

+ 2.4 a f q 0

i.

The test shows that an additional moment of 19.4 m.kg.
with a wing angle of -I,oo relative to the nomal corresponds
to a rudder angle of 5,75° (See Fig. 20). From the equa–
tion: -.

‘L
= oonstarit = 34.Z e ,

we get the following
al angles,

e = C,!5 1.0

% =17.1 34.2

supplementary moments for the addition-

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

51.3 68.4 85.2 102.6

calculated from the normal trim of 5.75° downwards.

.
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Table 5,

Bracin,~ of the Test Airplane in Test-Series f) to k).

Table 5( Conclusion),

Bracing of the Test Aimlme in Test-Serie6 f) to k).

TeB% ;
Angle of Attaak in Degrees. ;%):

ser~e~ \~Ui%4Un@UQihs.1. -47Y:=-JSG
. : 13:12:11:10:9:8:.? :6:5:4:3:2:1 ,24 ::$!.

f ~6.3 :6.6 :6. ~ :7,0 :7,0 :7,0 :~.o :7,0 :6.8 :6,5 :6.2 :5.8 :5,5 :5,0 :4.5 :4.0 :l,f;~~do

g :6.2 :6.3 :6,4 :6.5 :6,5 :6,5 :6,5 :6,3 :6.2 :5.~ :5,5 :5,3 :$.o :4.3 :3,5 :2.5 :0,5°:2°—
.——

b ~5.9 :5.9 :6.0 :6.o :6.0 :6.0 :6.0 :5,7 :5,5 :5.3= :5.1 :4,5 :4.0 :3,0 :2.5 :o.oO: 2°
- —. .—z —.. —

—. — ..— .. ...— — .— - — ..————
‘- {5.7 :5.7 :5.7 :5.7 :5,5 :5.4 :5.3 :4.9 :4.8 :4.6 :4.4 :410 :3,9 :3,8 :2.~ :2,3 :-0.6°:20i

.— _

T ;5.0 :5,0 :5,0 :5.0 :5.0 :5.0 :5,0 :4.9 :4,3 :4.3 :4,3 :3,s :3.5 :3,1 :2,3 :1.3 :-1.0°:20
—- -.~—- . .—— - .—

,,
I
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Table6. ?

Results of Test-series f) to k).
—- ——

Test:Diff.in ;Speed:Altitude” : Kind of :l?levator:Rudder ;,~iler-:water :Moment

se~ies:mgle of at- km/h: in m, : F1 ifiht : . on :Weight: m/kg.

:tack, right’: ,: ; kg. :

: . and left:
.

: : __ : 7 :
—- —-. —.

. . . . . .

:
:to 2200

: +.1.00 : 120 : . a:;oo
..

?to $569
:
. :
. .
. : :

,

:

:

,

:
..
:
.,

:
.

:

:

:

.

: 120 :

:..

:

Engine running

Glidin~ flight
Engine running

Gliding flight
Engine mmning

Gliding flight
Engine running

Gliding flight
Engine mrming

Gltdinq flight

19.4

46.o

59.2

72.3

I

1=

: Engine running “: 6,95: ! 4*5; : O*O; : 5.2
: Gliding fli~ht : 6.000 : 2,50 : 0.50 :

2000 : En@ne nmnin~ : 7.750 : 4,50 : 0,00 :12.4
to 2200 : Gl~din~ ~li~ht : 6,900 : 2,50 : 0.50 :
and ? Engine runn?.n~: ~.OOo : 4,5..: 0.OO :16,0
2200 : Gliding fli@t : : 0.50 :7.3~0.: ~:~ : 0.OO ‘19.6

to 2000 : Engine runnin~ : ~.250 :
: (Uidin~~llFh~ ! 7.gOo : 2.50 : 0.50 :
: En@ne running : ~.700 : 4.50 : 0.OO ‘26,~
: Gliding ~li@t : 6.60 : 2.5 : 0.5” “~”

.

:
.

:
:

19.4

46.o

59,2

72.3

98.3

CD

I

:

: :
.:
.

X)(3O i
O,(P : 120 k 2200 :

.md
: 2200 :

. :to prJoo :
.

: :
..----- ... ....

Engine mnning

Gliding flight
Engine running
(llidinm flight

Engine.. mnn~ng

Gliding flicht
Engine flight

Glfding flipht
Engine runnfn

fGliding fligh
---- .

; 5.500 : 2.50 : 0,5° :
: 7.20° : 4.F0 : O.O~ :lG,o :

,<0 : 0.5
59.2 .

0.00 :19,5 :
r-l. 72.3f-..

: fieooo : 2.=
: 7.550 : 4.5° :
: 6.50°” : 2,5° : w.’+ :
: 7.90~ : 4.5° : 0.OO :26.g ~

7.50 :2.50:0.5:.
y3,y

. ..- .—— .. . . ---- - - .. . _ . . . .
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Table 6

---- — . .

,

Cent’ d)

Results of Test-series f) to k).

Test :Diff,in an- :Speea: Altitude : Kind of :Elevatoi:Rudder:Ailer-: Water: ~oment
Series:gle of attack km/h: d.nn. : Flight :

,, on :lVeight: m/kg/

:xigth & left: : : : : : “-; kg. ;

: ,:

.: .:

!’ .

i) ~

: ‘2000
-0,6° ; 120 :to 2200

.: : %nd

.-
; : 2200

:to 2000
: ; :
: ,

.

.

:

:
:
:

:

Engine running
GlidlnS flight
Engine running

Gliding flight
Engine running

(llidin~ flivht
Engine r’unning

Gliding flight
En?ine running
Glidinr flight

k)

?
:
..

:
:
,.

,..
:
:
:

.
:
...

,

: 120

:

:

:

i

:
:

: 2000
!to 2200

Rnd
: 2200
:to 2000
:.
.

: C).(P : 5.2 j 19,4
: 0,50 :
: o.@ :12,4 : 46,0
:O!Y: ‘:
: O:@ :~6,0 :

@ :
.59.2

: :
: 0.0 :19.6 !

0.+ :
72.3

.— . .
. . .

: ~g~ne”r~nlnp :
: Gliding flight :
: F.nine running :

f: C31dinp flight :
: EnGine Iunning :
: GlidinF flight :
: Engine running :
: Gliding flight !

19.4

46.()

59.2

72. J

98.3

I

..—
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These moaeritis,with the illitiaimoment 19.4 m/kg. are
marked in dotted lines in Fig. 20; the calibrated curv= runs
in a straight line midway between the curves for flight with
th= engine running fo~ gliding flight, and this leatisto the
conclusion that the Gottingen tests coinoids zemarla-clywith
the tests during flight, carried out quite independently.
The difference between the curves calculated without includ-
ing the ~nfll~enceof the propeller hr~shon the controlling
devices, and the curves found in actual tests, constitutes
a direct standard measurement for the influence of ths pro-
peller cm the controlling device both in flight with the en-
gine running and in gliding flight.

Figs. 21 and 22 show that the lines of longitudinal mometi
climb more steeply in flight with the engine running than in
gliding fli~ht. From this and from the calibrated CUrvesj it

may further be.seen that ths elevator is more effective in
flight with the engine running than in gliding flight. It
follows that if.the.airplane cann~t be rightsd in a steep nose-
dive, even when the elevator is at its largest angle, it may
possibly be done by puttiug the engine at full thrpttle.
At the same time, the flight 7relocityis =Iso inczeased and the
lifting force of the wings au~ntpd. Flight with the engine
running is less suitable for testing longitudi~l stability
and steering capac~ty of an airplane tiypat.haagliding flight.
If the elevating control has been incorrectly measured, the
airplane wil@nly crash ‘whenit is gliding at a steep angle;
the larger the angle of the elevator in a steep glide, the
greater is the difference between the longitudinal moments
produced by the rudder (lifting moments) in gliding flight “
and in flight fith the engine running. The airplane can there-
fore be steered in flight with the e~gi~ running at an angle
that Kould not be possible for gliding ~iight, as the moment
produced would be insufficient.

It is further shown, in Figs. 21 and 22, that when the
angle of a.ttaokof the wings is inoxeased, the longitudinal
moments corresponding to the angle of the e~evazor ir-crease
with the same velocity. As a result, the curves in Fig. 22
are flatter than those in Fig. 21, in gliding flight more not-
iceably than in flight with the engine running. With the
same angle of attack and at the same velocity, the ar??leof
the elevator is larger in flight with the engine running than
in gliding flight; that is, the airplane is nose-heavy within
altitudes of less than 4000 m. - tiioh is the test limit - ,if
it has been equilibrated for flight with the engine ru-nning.
men it is equilibrated for gliding fli.gnt,it is tail-heavy

in flight with the engine running. with a view to overcom-
ing these differences ip the flight of an airplane under the
two flight con~itions, the fixed part of the stabilizer has
been so disposed as to be adjustable from the pilot:s seat,
by means of a self-locking hand-wheel. This system has been
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chiefly adopted in England. The airplane can thus be equili-
brate~ under ar.ykncwn oondition of flight - with the engine
zunning or in gliding ftight - at a given altitude, with a
$iven angle of attack and with a given velocity. No effort is
required on the part of the pilotl because the elevator is
not called into action. No soonez does one of these fac~ors
undergo an alteration, however, than the equilibrium is again
disturbed and can only be restored by the readjustment of the
fixed plane or by the aotion of the elevator. If an altera-
tion takes plaoe in all the above-named influences, brusquely
as in the case of steep glidi~ with the engine stoppsci,it
may sometimes happen that the increase in the.elevetox angle
no longer suffices for the adjustable fixed planes. On this
account, there is some objection to adjustable fixed planes;

. to begin with, the pilot can compensate his airplane for only
one flight condition, at high altitudes, throiighaiteting

. the position of the fixed part. This dera~ement of fhe equi-
librium when passing to another oondition of working may be
dangerous in the case with airplanes with extremely marked
variations of position and speed, such as fighting monoplanes,
for instance, especially whefi the e.g. iS located high UP
on account of the pcsition of the pilot~s seat and the machine-
gun, as in German fighting monoplanes with a stationary en-
gine.

T3e adjustable tail plane is favorable for airplanes in
which the e.g. varies considerably during flight (as, for in-
stance, throngh the ~eight of bombs applied in front of or
behind the resultant of the air-forces in night-bombing cr
giant airplane6) as the pilot can comtderably lighten the
elevator, after bombs have been dropped, by readjusting the
fixed plane. In airplanes of the newest types, the adjust-
ment of the fixed part scarcely needs to be taken into ac-
count , there being no marked alterations in the fl~ght condi-
tions. The same may be said of large size or giant airplanes.

1. C airplanes @-th two struts are extremely suscept-
ible to aileron maneuvers, slight alterations of the aileroa
sufficing to compensate &%a.t unequalized uoments.

2. Great unequalized mouents can be produced or neutral-
ized by the unequalized alteration of the angle of attack be-
low the outer or inner struts. Adjustment belcw the outer strut
is the more effective method of the two. Contrary to the ef-
fect of alterations in the angle of attack bsl.owthe outer
struts} moments resulting from weights and alterations in the
position of the.inner struts cause no side-slip in the air-
plane.

3. When a load of bombs is suspended beyond the center
of the air~lane, below the wings, the bombs need not be dropped
an bo%h sAdef3eifiultan30usly.
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4. The propeller wash of a wide c~en engine has oorl-
siderable influence on the position and working of the ele-
vator. The elevator is more susceptible in flight @th the
engine running than in gliding flight.

5. Adjustable tail planes are not advisable for D
airplanes, nor for the C type, but they are, on the other
hand, to be recommended for large size and giant airplanes
in which the e.g. changes during flight.

6. The aileron values obtained by wind-tunnel.measure-
ments am about 10$ too Iow$ t?mugh otherwi-aeapplicable.
For the elevator, the results of such measurements should be
taken as mean values betweeriflight with the engine ruunltig
and gliding flight.

.
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